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VICH

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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8 hours' comfort without fatigue:
Vich, a chair deserves you.

Think about this, who can accompany you 8 hours a day?
While people tend to squander money on phones or clothes,
they make do with something more important,
something related to their own health.
A good chair, just hundreds of dollars,
brings a day's comfort and health. Why not?
Robust appearance embodies its business style,
double S streamlined back adds an elegant accent.
One-piece ergonomic arc closely fits your spine, 
providing strong support to your head, back and lumbar.
Vich cares for your health in a scientific manner.
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Whale fin design, streamlined contour
The whale, constantly under enormous water pressure,
evolves into a streamlined contour. Inspired by the whale fin,
Vich keeps its agility while sustaining a perfect balance.
The exposed metal frame adopts refined polishing technique to 
achieve an ideal balance of functionality and aesthetics.

VICHⅠ :
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For those who works long hours at their desks, pain on neck 
and shoulder has become an occupational disease. The 
medical research has shown that a sound height to support 
neck should be one between the third and seventh spine. 
Vich, an ergonomic chair, is designed according to cervical 
spine structure. It provides support to anterior cervical spine 
while relieving pressure on shoulder and neck, making your 
office work more relaxed.

1. Italian Donati self-activated chassis for tilting backward and forward;
2. Ergonomic back lines closely fit your spine;
3. Headrest with quality mesh and fabrics, wear-resistant, durable, 

resilient yet breathable;
4. Widened T-shaped armrest provides solid support to your arm, relieving 

the pressure on your neck and shoulder.
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Breathing fabrics

Vich adopts selected knitted mesh, every little pore of which is 
clearly visible, bringing a refreshing and comfortable seating 
experience even in the hot summer. The resilient feature makes it 
possible to stand 14000 times of seating test. The seat comes in two 
kinds of fabrics and 18 colors, catering to any space style.
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VICH Ⅰ
Metal element lights up the space

VICH Ⅱ
Fabric adds soft twist to the space
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VICHⅡ :

Swallow tail design, perfect proportion

The essence of swallow tail design lies in its perfect proportion 
and close-fitted cutting; The stainless steel framework arranges 
the proportion according to human spinal structure, relieving 
spinal pressure and ensuring your health.
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1. Portable headrest, on or off at your will;
2. One-touch manual lock, to adjust height and tilting angle;
3. 125 degrees tilting angle, perfect for a good nap;
4. Armrest height, adjustable for reducing the pressure on your elbow.
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15 colors available for your choice

Different space style calls for different colors.
15 kinds of fabrics and seat colors for you to 
create diversified office environment.
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CVC80SC
W670*D615*H1185(mm)

CVC80SW
W670*D615*H1185(mm)

CVC81SW
W640*D600*H1205(mm)

CVC60SW
W670*D590*H995(mm)

CVC61SW
W640*D580*H1020(mm)

CVC62TW
W645*D580*H880(mm)

CVC60SC
W670*D590*H995(mm)

CVC61SC
W640*D580*H1020(mm)

CVC62TC
W645*D580*H880(mm)

CVC65SW
W685*D595*H965(mm)

CVC66SW
W620*D550*H1005(mm)

CVC71GW
W610*D610*H995(mm)

CVC30PJ
W295*D90*H145(mm)

CVC70GC
W640*D630*H980(mm)

CVC64SW
W625*D590*H960(mm)

CVC70GW
W640*D630*H980(mm)

CVC83SW
W625*D570*H1140(mm)

CVC81SC
W635*D600*H1205(mm)

Backrest

Backrest

Chair Seat / Headrest 

Seat Backrest / Seat

C-AH

C-AC

P-TM / C-AC ZP

C-AG01

P-TM07 P-TM01 P-TM02 P-TM13 P-TM09 P-TM06 P-TM10 P-TM14 P-TM12 ZP9817

C-AH01

C-AH01

C-AC06

C-AC06

C-AH02

C-AH02

C-AC07

C-AC07

C-AH03

C-AH03

C-AC04

C-AC04

C-AH04

C-AH04

C-AC09

C-AC09

C-AC14

C-AC14

C-AH05

C-AH05

CW-ZZ10H

C-AC12

C-AC12

C-AC05

C-AC05

C-AH06

C-AH06

CW-ZZ27H

C-AC11

C-AC11

C-AC03

C-AC03

C-AG / C-AH CW-ZZ

Specification

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


